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–INTERMISSION–
Der Schwanendreher, Konzert nach alten Volksliedern, version for
viola and piano
i.
Langsam; Mäßig Bewegt, “Zwischen Berg und
tiefem Tal” (“Between Mountain and Deep Valley”)
ii.
Sehr ruhig; Fugato, “Nun laube, Lindlein Laube”
(“Now grow leaves, little Linden tree, grow leaves”)
& “Der Gutzgauch auf dem Zaune Saß” (“The
Cuckoo sat on the fence”)
iii.
Mäßig Schnell “Variationen: Seig ihr nicht der
Schwanendreher” (“Variations: Aren’t you the
Swan-turner”)

Paul Hindemith
(1895-1963)

This recital is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Doctor of Musical
Arts (Performance) degree.
Special thanks to Western University’s Don Wright Faculty of Music String Bank for the
generous loan of the Roland Gentle bow used in this performance.
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To Megaria, performance offers a unique and precious way of sharing music with others. As a performer, she
is given this privilege to be a bridge between the composer and the audience. At the same time, through the
recreation and re-interpretation of the works, she is able to communicate certain intents and ideas to others.
Having opportunities to explore different types of music, ranging from the classical repertoire to
contemporary compositions, she realized that the ways composers attempt to convey their artistic intent are
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communicating musical intent could exist even in aspects not restricted to sound. Therefore, she is very
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